CAREGIVER EDUCATION TO ADVANCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF
FEEDING SKILL IN FRAGILE INFANTS
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INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

PARTICIPANTS

DISCUSSION & CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

• Parents report they experience significant variation in feeding care
practice in the NICU- between the feeding specialist and the nurse and
even between nurses. The result is confusion and anxiety around
feeding their fragile infants both in the hospital and after discharge (Swift
& Scholten, 2010).

• We present our approach in the context of three babies and their caregivers.

• Independent oral feeding is a complex skill that requires motor learning and
motor control, both of which are supported by the relationship between the
baby, the environment, and the task (Goldfield et al., 2017). The nature of this
relationship is difficult to observe via VA alone.

• Currently, visual assessment (VA) is the clinical gold standard for
identifying the necessary supports for a baby. The infant’s behavioral
communication is interpreted as an indication of stress versus stability
and the feeder makes alterations to reestablish stability and optimize the
feeding experience.
• However, visual assessment alone can be problematic for two reasons:
(1) the quality of the assessment is based in large part on feeder
education and experience, and;
(2) different feeders do not always ‘see’ the same thing and so may feed
in ways that fail to support a consistent feeding experience for the baby.

PURPOSE
• To combine expert guidance (feeding specialist) with enabling
technology to educate caregivers on developmental supports to optimize
feeding skill development.

• As part of their reminder call, caregivers were asked to bring any bottles/nipples, etc. they
typically used when feeding their baby.

PROCEDURES & MEASURES
• Sessions began with clinician interviews of caregivers
to clarify their current methods for feeding and hear
any concerns.
• Assessment included VA coupled with real time
feedback of tongue movement on the nipple via nfant
Feeding Solution (NFS) NFANT Labs, Atlanta, GA
(Figure 1).
• Initial assessment via VA + NFS according to routine
feeding context (per position. nipple flow rate, etc.).

• 38 wks GA, BW 2920; Hx: NAS & Hep C exposure; legal guardian (maternal
aunt); 3 month follow-up
• Fed upright; DB Level I nipple (Rx per VA previous visit) and chin support (per
NICU VA); No s/s aspiration; periodic gulping; documented good growth
Ø NS waveform characterized by low suck amplitude, long duration, high
frequency and intermittent rhythmicity; periodic loss of SSB coordination
(confirmed per VA) (Figure 2A)

Figure 2B. Result following all interventions

• For these three cases, measures of growth were not reflective of feeding skill
development; suggesting that growth may not be a good determinant for
whether a baby is feeding well or demonstrating problems.
Figure 1. nfant Feeding Solution®

• Then, VA+ NFS waveform information was used to
make alterations to feeding to improve performance
(using ‘pause’ NFS function) with real time feedback
on impact.

• Successive alterations: eliminate chin support, switch to nfant Slow Flow, provide
external pacing
Impact: increased suck amplitude, shorter suck duration, less suck
hypervigilance (frequency), and absence of gulping, observed emergence of
internal pacing (Figure 2B)
Caregiver education: included explanation of need for each alteration and
caregiver verbalization of changes in sucking performance observed via NFS
Follow-up: Report only; Not seen by SLP; dietician reported no maternal
concerns with regard to feeding

• Future studies are underway to investigate the extent to which
recommendations are understood and followed by caregivers post discharge,
when expert guidance is combined with enabling technology as part of routine
care in the NICU.

Baby B

• 39.1 wks GA, BW 3520; Hx: Aicardi-Goutieres syndrome; Mom & Grandma; 1 month followup; Hx difficulty with feeding; multiple stress cues; “loses so much liquid out of her mouth that
it soaks her bib”
• Fed: cradled; neck in slight hyperextension; not swaddled; DB Level I nipple (Rx per VA
NICU); multiple stress cues; periodic gulping; documented good growth
Ø NS waveform characterized by low suck amplitude, intermittent loss of SSB coordination
and stress cues (confirmed per VA) (Figure 3A)

Figure 3A. Loss of SSB coordination

• Recommendations via visual assessment alone may not be effective for
teaching caregivers developmentally supportive feeding.
• The combination of real time feedback during feeding (with capability for
review) and specialist expertise appeared to facilitate caregiver training;
caregivers recognized infant communication cues and verbalized the supports
needed to reestablish stability and promote feeding skill development
(Andrieux et al., 2016).

Baby H

Baby W

Figure 2A. Initial Assessment

• Infants were seen as a part of routine follow-up care via an interdisciplinary clinic that
follows high risk infants after NICU discharge.

Figure 3B. Result following all interventions

• Successive alterations: semi-upright; head/neck neutral, swaddle, nfant Slow Flow, provide
external pacing
Impact: increased suck amplitude, greater rhythmicity, maintained SSB coordination;
absence of stress cues (Figure 3B)
Caregiver education: included explanation of need for each alteration and caregiver
verbalization of changes in sucking performance observed via NFS
Follow-up: VA only; Seen by another SLP; Mom reports improved feeding since last visit; no
coughing and choking; no anterior loss; dietician documented good growth

• 35 wks GA, BW 1616; Hx: FTT; micrognathia, severe IUGR; Mom & Dad; 1 month
follow-up
• Fed: front-facing (almost supine); not swaddled; DB Level 1 (Rx per SLP VA); No
s/s aspiration reported; documented fair growth
Ø NS waveform characterized by minimal suck amplitude (Figure 4A);
arrhythmic; significant feeding-related noise; furrowed brow, clinched fists

Figure 4A. Initial Assessment

Figure 4B. Internal pacing emerges

• Successive alterations: swaddled, elevated side-lying, nfant Slow Flow nipple;
external pacing
Impact: increased suck amplitude and rhythmicity; greater number sucks per
burst; absence of stress cues; observed emergence of internal pacing (Figure 4B)
Caregiver education: included explanation of need for each alteration and
caregiver verbalization of changes in sucking performance observed vis NFS
Follow-up: Not seen by SLP; Dietician confirmed Mom report of no problems with
feeding; continued poor weight gain; possible Russell-Silver Syndrome
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